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Abstract. Recent technological advances in transparent insulation materials´ (TIMs) production 
may have opened ways for new integration of these materials in buildings. This paper presents a 
study analysing several variants of façades incorporating TIMs on solar façade principles. The 
analysis is based on ongoing long-term full-scale experiments in Brno, Czech Republic. The 
paper introduces the test platform which is used for evaluation of specific aspects of integrated 
polycarbonate TIMs. The paper describes the experiment results, especially long-term thermal 
response and passive solar gain data. These data are applied for analysis of: influence of various 
polycarbonate-based TIMs on the real performance of the façades; influence of implementation 
of different solar absorbers on the performance of the proposed facades; effectivity of application 
of latent thermal energy storage (based on PCMs) as a part of heat accumulation layer and 
coupling of TIM with prismatic glass to enhance optical selectivity aspect. Presented results 
demonstrate for example significant influence of the type of solar absorber on the thermal 
performance of tested solar facades: the difference is up to 35% to 54%. Also the integration of 
prismatic glass coupled with simple two-wall polycarbonate panel can reduce solar penetration 
through components at the level comparable with the most complex six-wall panel.  

1.  Introduction 
Commonly, the efficient way to improve energy consumption of buildings is based on reduction of the 
heating and ventilation energy losses. This can be achieved through addition of thermal insulation on 
the building envelope and installation of efficient HVAC system with heat recovery [1, 2]. However 
the potential for further savings in future building designs is limited by increasing investment costs, 
embodied energy and other environmental impact [3, 4, 5]. Therefore the building sector is looking for 
solutions that would not only minimize the energy losses [6], but also utilize the energy gains 
available on-site. These solutions integrate renewable energy sources (RES) such as photovoltaics 
(PV) or solar thermal collectors for on-site energy generation [7, 8, 9]. Although the field of RES is 
already well covered in literature, there are still some directions that need to be carefully investigated. 
Therefore this paper focuses on one of more straightforward ways for exploitation of available 
renewable energy gains: solar (heat) energy gains through TIMs based on Polycarbonate multi-wall 
panels integrated in building envelopes, particularly in multi-layer solar façade.  

Integration of TIMs is already proven in case of solar thermal collectors [10, 11]. Existing TIMs 
[12] could be also integrated into solar thermal facades providing both transparency and thermal 
insulation. Several studies in the last two decades for example applied TIMs as replacement of the 
original glazing elements in solar wall concepts [13]. However, their involvement in building envelope 
is so specific that application in contemporary building practice is rather rare, even though commercial 
products already exist [14]. One of the main drawbacks is that specialized TIMs are rather expensive. 
Therefore application of cheaper materials with similar properties (such as polycarbonate sheets and 
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panels) is studied. Various types 
efficiency remaining the same) are 
or roofs) can provide cost-effective way for achieving
This paper introduces eight experimental 
types of TIMs (based on multiwall co
are investigated as a part of long
varying structure of TIMs (and related thermal and optical parameters) on the performance of 
components is studied in detail. 
incorporation of phase-change materials (PCMs) for better heat accumulation are also investigated. 
The paper presents comparative 
materials and illustrates performance of the whole 
(with clear sky) measurements. 

2.  Experimental polycarbonate solar façade concepts
At first the properties of materials 
full-scale testing of eight experimental 
full-scale tests are taking place
Technology, Czechia [16]. The PSF
installed in pairs of components 
materials. On the other hand, it allows comparative
experimental results. The test cell’s longitudinal axis is orie
One of the walls with the test components is oriented to the South
radiation as possible. The other (North
buildings. Therefore, the test components there are not exposed to the solar radiation directly.
space inside the test cell is divided into 
are constructed around individual 
The TCBs separate individual testing components from each other and the internal climate of 
cell to dampen the temperature amplitudes of the internal air. 
individual test boxes) is controlled by an air

Figure 1. Outside view of the 
(middle)

 
Eight full-scale PSF components
A to D are oriented to South-East
optical performance of all components are described in sections 3 and 4
performance in section 5 is described only for components A to D
direct solar radiation). Schemes of the components are in 
fulfils several different functions
made of clear polycarbonate multi

arious types of multiwall panels with improved thermal properties (with optical 
are being developed. Their application in building envelopes (facades 

effective way for achieving passive energy gains in building
introduces eight experimental polycarbonate solar façade (PSF) concepts utilizing 

multiwall co-extruded polycarbonate). Components representing these
are investigated as a part of long-term experiment in Brno, Czechia. Especially the influence of 

of TIMs (and related thermal and optical parameters) on the performance of 
components is studied in detail. However, other issues like selection of proper solar absorber or 

change materials (PCMs) for better heat accumulation are also investigated. 
comparative analysis of thermal, optical and solar properties of 

materials and illustrates performance of the whole PSF concepts on selected summe

Experimental polycarbonate solar façade concepts 
properties of materials applied in the proposed concepts were tested. This was followed by

experimental PSF components in real climate conditions
s are taking place at AdMaS research centre belonging to Brno University of 

PSF components are based on four polycarbonate TIMs. The TIMs are 
of components opposite or next to each other. This limits the number of tested 

materials. On the other hand, it allows comparative measurements and increased accuracy of the 
results. The test cell’s longitudinal axis is oriented towards South

One of the walls with the test components is oriented to the South-East to receive as much solar 
radiation as possible. The other (North-Western) wall is adjacent to one of the AdMaS center’s 

test components there are not exposed to the solar radiation directly.
the test cell is divided into eight compensating boxes (TCBs) made of particleboard

individual PSF components of tested materials – four components on each side
separate individual testing components from each other and the internal climate of 

temperature amplitudes of the internal air. Internal climate in the test cell (not in the 
is controlled by an air-conditioning unit.  

Outside view of the test cell (left), inside view of the test cell with individual TCBs 
(middle), test cell cross section (right). 

omponents (A to H) are long-term tested in real climate conditions
ast, while components E to H are oriented to North

of all components are described in sections 3 and 4, while real outdoor 
is described only for components A to D oriented to the

Schemes of the components are in Figures 2 and 3. Each tested component 
everal different functions thanks to four functional layers. First layer of 

olycarbonate multi-wall panel in the role of TIM. All the TIMs are installed with air 

with improved thermal properties (with optical 
Their application in building envelopes (facades 

building design [15]. 
) concepts utilizing different 

Components representing these PSFs 
Especially the influence of 

of TIMs (and related thermal and optical parameters) on the performance of the 
However, other issues like selection of proper solar absorber or 

change materials (PCMs) for better heat accumulation are also investigated. 
hermal, optical and solar properties of individual 

summer and winter days 

tested. This was followed by 
real climate conditions (see Figure 1). The 

belonging to Brno University of 
based on four polycarbonate TIMs. The TIMs are 

opposite or next to each other. This limits the number of tested 
measurements and increased accuracy of the 

nted towards South-East / North-West. 
East to receive as much solar 

Western) wall is adjacent to one of the AdMaS center’s 
test components there are not exposed to the solar radiation directly. The 

made of particleboard. They 
mponents on each side. 

separate individual testing components from each other and the internal climate of the test 
Internal climate in the test cell (not in the 

 

inside view of the test cell with individual TCBs 

in real climate conditions. Components 
orth-West. Thermal and 

, while real outdoor 
oriented to the South-East (due to 

Each tested component 
 tested components is 

All the TIMs are installed with air 
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cavities parallel to the longer side of the components.
thick two-wall panel (PC10). In case of component A the PC10 panel is covered by prismatic glass 
pane rayWall90 to improve its overall optical performance. 

  

Figure 2. Test components A, B and C, key material layers, TIM and solar absorber types. 
 

 

Figure 3. Test components D, E, F, G and H, key material layers, TIM and solar absorber types.
 

Components B and C integrate the most complex 32mm thick six
and diagonal partitioning (PC32). Components D and E integrate 25mm thick three
combined partitioning (PC25). Components F and G integrate 20 mm thick seven
Basic parameters of the panels are described in Table 1. Second layer of the tested compo
25mm non-ventilated air gap. Third layer is made of a solar absorber. Two types of solar absorber are 
incorporated in the experimental components: selective absorber (SA) with low
components A, C, D and F and non
for this is difference in the absorber’s
0.94 (SA) and 0.96 (nSA), however they significantly differ in thermal emissivity (0.06 and 0.94, 
respectively). Final layer of the components is the base layer for application of solar absorber. 

cavities parallel to the longer side of the components. Components A and H integrate 
In case of component A the PC10 panel is covered by prismatic glass 

to improve its overall optical performance.  

              

Test components A, B and C, key material layers, TIM and solar absorber types. 

              

Test components D, E, F, G and H, key material layers, TIM and solar absorber types.

Components B and C integrate the most complex 32mm thick six-walls system with 
(PC32). Components D and E integrate 25mm thick three

(PC25). Components F and G integrate 20 mm thick seven
Basic parameters of the panels are described in Table 1. Second layer of the tested compo

ventilated air gap. Third layer is made of a solar absorber. Two types of solar absorber are 
incorporated in the experimental components: selective absorber (SA) with low
components A, C, D and F and non-selective absorber (nSA) in components B, E, G and H. Reason 
for this is difference in the absorber’s properties. The absorbers have similar solar absorbance, approx. 
0.94 (SA) and 0.96 (nSA), however they significantly differ in thermal emissivity (0.06 and 0.94, 

). Final layer of the components is the base layer for application of solar absorber. 

Components A and H integrate simple 10mm 
In case of component A the PC10 panel is covered by prismatic glass 

 

Test components A, B and C, key material layers, TIM and solar absorber types.  

 

Test components D, E, F, G and H, key material layers, TIM and solar absorber types. 

walls system with combined parallel 
(PC32). Components D and E integrate 25mm thick three-wall panel with 

(PC25). Components F and G integrate 20 mm thick seven-wall panel (PC20). 
Basic parameters of the panels are described in Table 1. Second layer of the tested components is 

ventilated air gap. Third layer is made of a solar absorber. Two types of solar absorber are 
incorporated in the experimental components: selective absorber (SA) with low-e coating in 

SA) in components B, E, G and H. Reason 
have similar solar absorbance, approx. 

0.94 (SA) and 0.96 (nSA), however they significantly differ in thermal emissivity (0.06 and 0.94, 
). Final layer of the components is the base layer for application of solar absorber. In real 
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façade this layer would also fulfil the role of heat accumulator. For the purpose of the described 
experiment this layer is simplified to a 25mm plasterboard panel in components A, B, D, F and G. 
28mm corrugated fiberboard panel is incorporated in the same role in components E and H for the 
purpose of performance comparison. Component C is used for evaluation of PCM application. 
Therefore the heat accumulating layer in this component is made of Rubitherm RT27 in plastic tanks 
enclosed between plasterboards. 

3.  Thermal performance of experimental PSFs  
This section presents the results of standardized calculations employed to reproduce the theoretical 
thermal performance of presented PSF concepts. Calculated parameters consider the influence of 
different thermal and optical properties. In addition, the results of the PSF concepts with and without a 
selective absorber are also calculated. Firstly, measured thermal conductivities of Polycarbonate multi-
wall systems are presented. Secondly, the thermal parameters of the whole concepts are calculated. 
Thermal properties of the TIMs were evaluated with TLP 300-DTX-1P apparatus. It utilizes guarded 
hot plate (GHP) method to measure heat resistance and calculate equivalent thermal conductivity in 
compliance with ISO 8302 [17] and EN 12667 [18]. Results of the evaluation are summed in Table 1. 
Temperature dependency of the thermal conductivity is taken into account as well [19]. 

Table 1. Key material and measured thermal parameters of evaluated polycarbonate TIMs. [19] 

 PC type Thickness 

[mm] 
Weight 

[kg.m-2] 
Internal cells´ 

structure 

Equivalent thermal conductivity at mean 
temperature [W·m-1·K-1] 

10°C 20°C 30°C 
PC10 Clear 2walls 10.3 1.7 Parallel  0.0668 0.0712 0.0763 
PC20 Clear 7walls 20.7 3.0 Parallel 0.0527 0.0551 0.0582 
PC25 Clear 3walls 25.1 3.4 Parallel/Diagonal 0.0665 0.0702 0.0752 
PC32 Clear 6walls  32.5 3.6 Parallel/Diagonal 0.0601 0.0634 0.0684 

Thermal resistances and transmittances of individual parts as well as whole experimental components 
were calculated according to ISO 6946 [20] using thermal conductivity values described in Table 1. 
Results of these calculations are summed in Table 2. The table shows values representing individual 
“layers” (Rt is for TIM, Rg for air gap and solar absorber, Ri heat accumulation material) or parts (Rte 
for TIM and air gap coupled with solar absorber together and their calculated equivalent thermal 
conductivity λte) as well as whole components (Rc). For this study, dynamic effect of phase change 
integrated in test component C is not considered, thus only standard calculation is provided.  

Table 2. Thermal resistance for individual layers and whole components. 

[m2·K·W-1] Rt Rg Ri Rte λte Rc Uc 

A 0.145 0.57 0.125 0.795 0.044 1.050 0.95 
B 0.513 0.18 0.125 0.733 0.078 0.988 1.01 
C 0.513 0.57 0.275 1.123 0.051 1.528 0.65 
D 0.357 0.57 0.125 0.968 0.052 1.223 0.82 
E 0.357 0.18 0.444 0.578 0.086 1.152 0.87 
F 0.376 0.57 0.125 0.986 0.046 1.241 0.81 
G 0.376 0.18 0.125 0.596 0.075 0.851 1.17 
H 0.145 0.18 0.444 0.365 0.096 0.939 1.06 

The different performance of both solar absorber types is clearly visible in thermal resistance Rte and 
equivalent thermal conductivity values λte. The difference in those parameters of components A and H 
is 54% (with PC10), B and C is 35% (PC32), D and E represents 40% (PC25) and F with G 
corresponds to 40% (PC20). This difference means that for example the overall U-value of component 
A (with simplest PC10 TIM) bests the U-value of component B (with most complex PC32 TIM). 
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Component B with nSA has thermal resistance of 0.988 m2·K·W-1. Compare this with the thermal 
resistance of 1.528 m2·K·W-1 of component C with the same PC32 TIM combined with SA. The 
equivalent thermal conductivity of all components integrating SA from 0.044 (PC10) to 0.052 (PC25) 
approaches to recent conventional thermal insulations (e.g. expanded polystyrene reaches the value 
around 0.04). 

4.  Optical performance of polycarbonate TIM panels 
Solar transmittance of polycarbonate TIMs presented in this paper is based on previous work [19]. 
Table 3 presents solar transmittance values based on laboratory spectrophotometer measurements 
using a Perkin Lambda 1050 UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer with a 150mm Spectralon integrating 
sphere. These spectral data are registered ranging from 200 nm to 3300 nm representing all spectral 
regions (τλ  SRSUV for ultraviolet, τλ  SRS VIS for visible and τλ  SRS NIR for near infrared region 
respectively). Each sample was measured in the centre position of vertically oriented chambers. 
Spectral values and integrated Total Solar Transmittance (TST - τλ) parameters from 280 nm to 2 500 
nm and declared values τdecl are shown as well. The lowest value represents the system PC32 with 
solar transmittance of 43%, while the system PC10 has transmittance of 74%. It should be noted that 
solar transmittance obtained by laboratory spectral measurements does not correspond with producer-
declared values. The difference is more than 10%.  

Table 3. Solar transmittance of tested polycarbonate TIM panels [19]. 

 τλ 
ASTM G 173 [21] 

τλ  SRSUV 
0.2 – 0.3 µm 

τλ  SRS VIS 
0.3 – 0.8 µm 

τλ  SRS NIR 
0.8 – 2.5 µm 

τdecl 

PC10 0.74 0.08 0.79 0.77 0.84 
PC20 0.50 0.04 0.54 0.52 0.62 
PC25 0.48 0.07 0.50 0.50 0.63 
PC32 0.43 0.03 0.46 0.45 0.53 

5.  Real outdoor performance and thermal response 
As the proposed concept is based on various solar active materials, real outdoor testing may determine 
the maximum temperature that can be achieved in these test solar components and thus determine their 
potentials. There are many specific issues to take into account, such as inclined angular dependence, 
fluctuations of solar irradiation, overall solar distribution or orientation to the cardinal points. These 
issues could be solved all together with real-life monitoring of solar thermal performance. Results of 
full-size experiments in real climate condition demonstrate influence of different absorber efficiencies 
and effect of various geometrical and physical characteristics on the performance of individual PSF 
components. This part of the paper focuses on components A, B, C and D oriented to the South-East to 
analyze the performance of the components in direct solar exposure using contact digital thermometers 
Maxim DS18B20. Performance of the components is analyzed during representative clear sky day (24 
hours) in winter and summer, with maximum sun height above the horizon of 31° and 59° 
respectively. The indoor climate was not controlled during the winter day, while during summer day 
the indoor air temperature in the test cell was maintained approx. at 21 °C. Average outdoor air 
temperature was Te = -8.63 °C in winter (24.53 °C in summer), while interior temperature was 
Tai = 5.16 °C in winter (21.11 °C in summer). Average indoor air temperature in individual TCBs in 
winter (summer) day reached: TA = 6.99 °C (27.40 °C), TB = 8.20 °C (26.77 °C), TC = 6.98 °C 
(26.16 °C) and TD = 10.20 °C (29.36 °C). Detailed temperature measurement results are shown in 
Figure 4. Overall, the best efficiency (represented by the highest indoor TCB temperature) was 
achieved with component D. It should be highlighted that test components A and B show similar 
summer performance (similarly to section 3) even though their composition is significantly different. 
This time, the reason is likely the application of rayWall90 prismatic glass in component A, which 
improves summer performance of this component. It should be also noted, that winter results were 
influenced by the fact that indoor conditions were not controlled. This means that PCM in component 
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C was not fully activated and the component could
effect of C in winter is represented by
PCM. When looking at minimum temperatures f
best results due to PCM integration
other components. 

Figure 5 presents maximum 
components. Interestingly, component A 
winter and summer days. Component B 
in summer. Here the specific optical raster applied on the
at the level comparable with the component B.
temperature in both winter and summer. The winter temperature is beneficial,
overall performance could cause 

 

Figure 4. Internal test compensating 

Figure 5. 

This is the reason for integration of PCM as a latent heat storage that would
temperature fluctuations and limit the 
in winter as C, however in summer 
capacity of plasterboard without PCM.
difference ∆Tpc_ is a key element when temperature gradient 
calculations. Figure 6 presents results of 
systems in presented days. The maximum is achieved 
When taking one particular type of PC32 into account, both test components B and C are in a strong 
contrast. The type of solar absorber significantly affects this aspect and 
In addition, measuring solar irradiance rates
the amount of solar radiation penetrating through the multi
provided as well (Figure 7). A specific methodical approach is applied in this relation to provide 
data. During clear sky conditions, huge variation of penetrated part of solar irradiance can be 

and the component could not perform at peak effici
is represented by more stable temperature progression comparing to those with no 

When looking at minimum temperatures for summer test period, test component 
due to PCM integration. Its peak indoor temperature is more than 10 

maximum temperatures achieved on solar absorber surfaces
component A exhibits almost the same maximum temperatures for both 
omponent B has maximum temperatures approx. 65 °C 

in summer. Here the specific optical raster applied on the model A influence the internal temperature 
comparable with the component B. The test component C has 

temperature in both winter and summer. The winter temperature is beneficial, however in summer its 
 unnecessary overheating. 

compensating box (TCB) temperatures; (w) winter day; (

. Absorber temperatures; (w) winter; (s) summer. 

This is the reason for integration of PCM as a latent heat storage that would
ons and limit the overheating. Last component D has the same absorber response 

in winter as C, however in summer it reaches the lower absorber temperature due to
of plasterboard without PCM. Concerning only the polycarbonate TIMs

a key element when temperature gradient needed to be considered for thermal 
Figure 6 presents results of maximum temperature difference obtained on

. The maximum is achieved in winter case approaching 
When taking one particular type of PC32 into account, both test components B and C are in a strong 
contrast. The type of solar absorber significantly affects this aspect and the difference 

easuring solar irradiance rates Ir and dynamic solar transmittance 
the amount of solar radiation penetrating through the multi-wall structure of the polycarbonate TIMs

. A specific methodical approach is applied in this relation to provide 
clear sky conditions, huge variation of penetrated part of solar irradiance can be 

t perform at peak efficiency. Therefore, the 
comparing to those with no 

test component C shows the 
 K lower compared to 

surfaces (Tabs) of particular 
almost the same maximum temperatures for both 

°C in winter and 80 °C 
model A influence the internal temperature 

test component C has the highest surface 
however in summer its 

 

) winter day; (s) summer day.  

 

 

This is the reason for integration of PCM as a latent heat storage that would eliminate internal 
. Last component D has the same absorber response 

due to lower thermal 
only the polycarbonate TIMs, the temperature 

needed to be considered for thermal 
difference obtained on polycarbonate 

case approaching 70K difference. 
When taking one particular type of PC32 into account, both test components B and C are in a strong 

difference is almost 20K. 
and dynamic solar transmittance based on evaluating 

polycarbonate TIMs is 
. A specific methodical approach is applied in this relation to provide real 

clear sky conditions, huge variation of penetrated part of solar irradiance can be 
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observed. Depending on the particular 
solar transmittance values. Activati
Figure 7, however the internal structure of C indicates the same response.

Figure 6. Temperature 

Figure 7. Solar irradiance rates penetrated through PC

Conclusion 
The paper presents the results of the solar and thermal characterization of proposed polycarbonate 
solar façade (PSF) concepts. The concepts evaluated impacts of different TIMs, s
selective solar absorbers, as well as
full-scale PSF components focuse
absorbers as a fundamental step towards understanding overall interactions influencing the heat 
transfer of the presented concept
SA in proposed PSFs significantly 
Results show that when thermal resistance
concepts implementing the most complex
performance to conventional thermal insulation. 
experimental PSF components invoked by solar radiation at its peak, a significant
solar absorber type and type of polyca
detailed experimental analysis of
the optimization of the described 
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